
an at-home 
liturgy 
 for the First Sunday 
After Christmas 
Written by Sarah Are

introduction
This liturgy is designed to help you set aside time and space for worship in your own home as we continue 
to walk through this sacred Christmas season. While this may not be the formal order of worship you are 
ÎêêŰŤūļĲöð�ūļƽ�ūĒĕŤ�ŤĕĲśīö�īĕūŰŞČƌ�ĕĳƅĕūöŤ�ƌļŰ�ūļ�êÎŞƅö�ļŰū�ŤśÎêö�ċļŞ�ŞöƟöêūĕļĳƽ�ŤêŞĕśūŰŞöƽ�Îĳð�śŞÎƌöŞǒŰŤĕĳČ�ĕūöĲŤ�
you may have at home. It can be used by individuals or families with young children.

Supplies
*   An Advent wreath or candle with a lighter or matches.

*   A cell phone or computer ūļ�ŰŤö�éŞĕöƞƌ�ūļ�Ťöĳð�Î�ĲöŤŤÎČö�ļċ�śöÎêö�ūļ�ŤļĲöļĳö�ƌļŰ�īļƅöǁ

*   A Bible.

*   Post-It Notes, Ƨ�ċļŞ�öÎêĒ�śöŞŤļĳǁ

*   A pen or pencil ċļŞ�öÎêĒ�śöŞŤļĳǁ

     AN AT-HOME LITURGY FOR THE       
FIRST SUNDAY AFTER CHRISTMAS

set the space
Supplies:��ĳ��ðƅöĳū�ƆŞöÎūĒ�ļŞ�êÎĳðīö�ƆĕūĒ�Î�īĕČĒūöŞ�ļŞ�ĲÎūêĒöŤǁ
A sanctuary can be defined as a place of refuge or safety. It is a space set apart. As you worship 
in the comfort of your own home, create a space set apart. Light your Advent wreath if you have 
one, or a single candle if you do not. Fill up a cup of coffee. Pull out your Bible and a pen. Settle in. 
Breathe deeply. Trust that God is with you, wherever you are. 
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»ö�ĕĳƅĕūö�ƌļŰ�ūļ�ĕĲśīöĲöĳū�ūĒĕŤ�īĕūŰŞČƌ�ÎŤǓĕŤƼ�ļŞ�ÎðÎśū�ĕū�ċļŞ�ƌļŰŞ�êļĳūöƋūǁ�
�īöÎŤö�ÎūūŞĕéŰūö�êŞöðĕū�ÎŤ�ċļīīļƆŤƻ�]ĕūŰŞČƌ�éƌ��ÎŞÎĒ��Şö�ș����ÎĳêūĕƝöð��Şū�]] �ș�ŤÎĳêūĕƝöðÎŞūǁļŞČ



set the space (cont.)

Tips for Young Families:
*   Invite your kids to have a hands-on role in this liturgy by having them collect the supplies from 

around the house (Post-It Notes, pens, Bible, candle/Advent wreath, lighter, etc). They could light 
the candle, read the scriptures, and write on the Post-It Notes if they’re able. 

*   Before you begin the liturgy, invite your children to create a special place for you all to sit and 
ŞöƟöêūǂ��Ēöƌ�êÎĳ�ĲÎĨö�Î�êļĲċļŞūÎéīö�ċļŞū�ļŰū�ļċ�śĕīīļƆŤ�ċļŞ�ƌļŰ�ūļ�Ťĕū�ļĳ�ūĒö�ƟļļŞƽ�ļŞ�ČÎūĒöŞ�Îīī�ūĒö�
supplies needed around the table! 

be the church
Supplies:� öīī�śĒļĳö�ļŞ�êļĲśŰūöŞǁ
Jesus said, “Where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them.”1 Our scripture 
passage for today tells the story of young Jesus being blessed in the temple by his community of 
faith. Two prophets, Anna and Simeon, proclaim praise and blessings for Jesus. The church is the 
people, and we cannot do faith without one another. Knowing that, take a moment to text or email 
someone in your faith community. Think of the people who have served as Anna and Simeon in your 
īĕċöǒśļĕĳūĕĳČ�ļŰū�Čļļð�ĳöƆŤ�Îĳð�YöŤŰŤ�ƆĒöĳ�ūĒöƌ�Ťöö�ĕūǂ��öĳð�ūĒļŤö�śöļśīö�Î�ĲöŤŤÎČö�ļċ�śöÎêö�ļŞ�Î�
short blessing, giving thanks for them.

Tips for Young Families:
*   Jĳƅĕūö�ƌļŰŞ�ĨĕðŤ�ūļ�ƞīĲ�Î�ŤĒļŞū�ƅĕðöļ�ūĒÎū�ƌļŰ�êÎĳ�ūöƋū�ūļ�ċŞĕöĳðŤ�ļŞ�ċÎĲĕīƌƽ�ŤĒÎŞĕĳČ�ĲöŤŤÎČöŤ�ļċ�
īļƅö�Îĳð�ÎƚŞĲÎūĕļĳǂ�,ĲśļƆöŞ�ƌļŰŞ�ĨĕðŤ�ūļ�Ťöīöêū�ūĒö�śöļśīö�ūĒöƌ�ƆÎĳū�ūļ�ŤÎƌ�Ēöīīļ�ūļ�Îĳð�ƆĒÎū�
message they want to share. 

read |  Luke 2:22-40
Supplies:��ĕéīöƼ�śöĳǇśöĳêĕī�ǏļśūĕļĳÎīǐǁ
Reading scripture is the central part of worship. Take a moment to read this week’s scripture 
śÎŤŤÎČö�ǐ]ŰĨö�ƧƼƧƧǔƩƥǑ�ÎéļŰū��ĕĲöļĳ�Îĳð��ĳĳÎǒūƆļ�ċĕČŰŞöŤ�ƆĒļ�êļŰīð�ĳļū�Ĩööś�Ťĕīöĳū�ÎéļŰū�ūĒö�
dream unfolding in front of their eyes. 

Tips for Young Families:
*  Use a children’s bible if you have one! 

*   If you have a nativity scene close by, invite your kids to point out Mary, Joseph, and baby Jesus from 
ūĒö�ĳÎūĕƅĕūƌ�ŤêöĳöǒūĒŞöö�ļċ�ūĒö�êĒÎŞÎêūöŞŤ�ĕĳ�ūĒĕŤ�ŤūļŞƌǂ�¤Ťö�ūĒļŤö�êĒÎŞÎêūöŞŤ�ūļ�Îêū�ļŰū�ūĒö�ŤūļŞƌ�ļċ�
ūĒöĲ�ūŞÎƅöīĕĳČ�ūļ�ūĒö�ūöĲśīöǂ��öŞĒÎśŤ�ƌļŰ�ĲĕČĒū�ƞĳð�ļūĒöŞ�ƞČŰŞĕĳöŤ�ļŞ�ĕūöĲŤ�ūĒÎū�êÎĳ�ŤöŞƅö�ÎŤ�ūĒö�
Anna and Simeon characters.
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1    Matthew 18:20. NRSV.



reflect
�öƟöêūĕļĳ��ŞļĲśūŤ�ċļŞ�]ŰĨö�ƧƼƧƧǔƩƥ

1.   Notice the characters in this story. For each character, imagine what emotions they might 
éö�ċööīĕĳČǂ�»ĒĕêĒ�êĒÎŞÎêūöŞǐŤǑ�ðļ�ƌļŰ�ŞöīÎūö�ūļ�ĲļŤūǒeÎŞƌƽ�YļŤöśĒƽ��ĕĲöļĳƽ�ļŞ��ĳĳÎǃ�

2.   The text says that Simeon was “moved by the Spirit” (v. 27). Have you ever felt “moved by 
ūĒö��śĕŞĕūǃǜ�»ĒÎū�ðļöŤ�ūĒÎū�īļļĨ�īĕĨö�ċļŞ�ƌļŰǃ�

3.   Both Anna and Simeon publicly display their faith, telling all who will listen about Jesus 
Îĳð�ūĒöĕŞ�ðŞöÎĲŤ�ċļŞ�YöŞŰŤÎīöĲǞŤ�ċŰūŰŞöǂ�»ĒÎū�ūĒĕĳČŤ�ðļ�ƌļŰ�ŤśöÎĨ�Űś�ÎéļŰūǃ�»ĒÎū�ÎŞö�
ūĒĕĳČŤ�ƌļŰ�ĒÎƅö�ŞöĲÎĕĳöð�Ťĕīöĳū�ÎéļŰūǃ�»ĒÎū�śŞöƅöĳūŤ�ƌļŰ�ċŞļĲ�ŤśöÎĨĕĳČǃ�

Ʃǂ���»Ēļ�ĕĳ�ƌļŰŞ�īĕċö�ĒÎŤ�éööĳ�Îĳ��ĳĳÎ�Îĳð��ĕĲöļĳ�ċļŞ�ƌļŰǃ�»ĒÎū�ðĕð�ūĒöƌ�ŤśöÎĨ�ÎéļŰūƽ�Îĳð�
ĒļƆ�ðĕð�ūĒöĕŞ�śŞļċöŤŤĕļĳ�êĒÎĳČö�ƌļŰǃ

�öƟöêūĕļĳ��ŞļĲśūŤ�ċļŞ�ÁļŰĳČ�@ÎĲĕīĕöŤ
1.   The text today speaks of Jesus being presented in the temple. In many ways, this mirrors 

the ritual of baptizing¹ babies at a young age in worship. If this tradition applies to your 
family, pull out photos of your child’s baptism² and talk about that special day. Share with 
your children what this experience was like for you, and why this tradition is special. 

2.   One way to study scripture is by asking questions that begin with ƆĒļƼ�ƆĒÎūƼ�ƆĒƌƼ�Îĳð�ĒļƆ:
a.  Who�ÎŞö�ūĒö�śöļśīö�Îĳð�śīÎêöŤ�ĕĳƅļīƅöðǃ
b.  What�ĕŤ�ĒÎśśöĳĕĳČ�ĒöŞöǃ�What�ðļöŤ�ūĒĕŤ�ŤūļŞƌ�ūöÎêĒ�ŰŤ�ÎéļŰūǃ
c.  »Ēƌ�ðĕð�ūĒö�śöļśīö�ðļ�ƆĒÎū�ūĒöƌ�ðĕðǃ�»Ēƌ�ƆÎŤ�ūĒĕŤ�ŤūļŞƌ�ĕĳêīŰðöð�ĕĳ�ūĒö��ĕéīöǃ
d.   How�ðļöŤ�ūĒĕŤ�ŤūļŞƌ�êļĲśöī�Ĳö�ūļ�Îêūĕļĳǃ�How does this story help me learn  
ÎéļŰū�Aļðǃ

ƨǂ���@ĕĳÎīīƌƽ�ċļêŰŤ�ļĳ�ūĒö�ǛĳļƆ�ƆĒÎūǜǃ�»ĒÎū�ĕŤ�ƌļŰŞ�ūÎĨöÎƆÎƌ�ċŞļĲ�ūĒö�ŤūļŞƌǃ�»ĒÎū�ÎŞö�ƌļŰ�
êĒÎŞČöð�ūļ�ðļƽ�ūĒĕĳĨƽ�ļŞ�ċööīǃ��
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1    or dedicating.
2    or dedication.



creative reflection |  Reading the Poem, Swell
1.   Read the poem, “Swell” printed below.
2.   Underline the words or phrases that stand out to you. 
ƨǂ���»ĒÎū�ūļśĕêŤ�ļċ�êļĳƅöŞŤÎūĕļĳ�êŞöÎūö�Î�ŤƆöīī�ļċ�öĲļūĕļĳŤ�ċļŞ�ƌļŰǃ�
Ʃǂ���»ĒÎū�ūĒĕĳČŤ�ÎŞö�ƌļŰ�Ťļ�śÎŤŤĕļĳÎūö�ÎéļŰū�ūĒÎū�ƌļŰ�êÎĳĳļū�Ēöīś�éŰū�ŤśöÎĨ�ūĒöĲ�ļŰū�īļŰðǃ

swell |  Luke 2:22-40
ÁļŰ�ĨĳļƆ�ūĒÎū�ċööīĕĳČ�ƆĒöĳ�ƌļŰ�ċÎīī�ĕĳ�īļƅöǃ�
Time-stands-still Îĳð moves too fast.
You’d give up sleep just to talk all night, 
Because there’s so much to say and not enough time. 

It’s that full to the brim, 
Over the stars, 
Living is dreaming,
Too-good-to-be-true 
[ĕĳð�ļċ�ċööīĕĳČǃ�

I imagine that’s how Simeon and Anna felt 
When they saw Jesus that day. 
I imagine it was that full to the brim, 
Over the stars, 
Living is dreaming,
Too-good-to-be-true 
Good news kind of feeling.

I imagine it was love. 
And I imagine that that good, good news 
Swelled to the tip of their tongues
Until they could not keep silent. 

So may we know what Simeon and Anna knew, 
Which is that some dreams we hold close to our chest, 
For ourselves to cherish and never forget. 
�Űū�ļūĒöŞ�ðŞöÎĲŤ�ĲŰŤū�éö�ŤśļĨöĳ�ļŰū�īļŰðǒ�
Dreams of justice and love and hope, here and now. 

So today my prayer is to know that swell, 
For there is good, good news 
That we must tell.

Ǒéƌ��ÎŞÎĒ��Şö
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join the conversation |  Reflective Prayer
Supplies:��ļŤūǓJū�fļūöŤ�ǏƧ�śöŞ�śöŞŤļĳǐƼ�śöĳŤǇśöĳêĕīŤǁ
There are some dreams that we keep to ourselves, but there are others that must be spoken out 
loud. Anna and Simeon speak about their dreams for Jerusalem. They speak of their dreams for the 
Messiah. They could not keep silent.

To practice speaking aloud our dreams for this world, we invite you to write three things on Post-It 
Notes, following these prompts: 

1.   Anna and Simeon begin speaking by praising God. Write something that you are grateful 
ċļŞǒÎ�śĕöêö�ļċ�Čļļð�ĳöƆŤ�ƆļŞūĒƌ�ļċ�śŞÎĕŤöǂ�

2.   Anna and Simeon have dreams for a better world. Write a dream you have for the world that 
we need to speak about. 

3.   Anna and Simeon speak and are heard, but not all people are listened to with the same 
equality in our world. Think of one person or group of people that are speaking, but are not 
being heard. May this be a reminder that we can use our voices for and alongside others. 

Once you are done with your Post-It Note prayers, place them somewhere where you will see them 
often. Take a picture of them and share it on social media, tagging @sanctifiedart (using the 
hashtag: #ThoseWhoDreamSA). This will allow you to see what other people cannot keep silent 
about, adding your voice to a wider conversation.

pray
Jĳ�êļĳêīŰŤĕļĳƼ�śŞÎƌ�ūĒö�ċļīīļƆĕĳČ�śŞÎƌöŞǁ�»Ēöĳ�ƌļŰ�ƝĳĕŤĒƼ�éīļƆ�ļŰū�ƌļŰŞ�êÎĳðīöŤƼ�Îĳð�ĨĳļƆ�ūĒÎū�Aļð�
ĕŤ�ƆĕūĒ�ƌļŰ�ÎīƆÎƌŤǁ�

Divine Voice, 
In the beginning, 
It was you who spoke over the water and brought forth creation. 
�ĳð�ūĒöĳ�ĕū�ƆÎŤ�ƌļŰ�ƆĒļ�ÎŤĨöðƽ�Ǜ Îĕĳƽ�ƆĒöŞö�ĕŤ�ƌļŰŞ�éŞļūĒöŞǃǜ
Jū�ƆÎŤ�ƌļŰ�ƆĒļ�ŤśļĨö�ūļ�,īĕĥÎĒ�ĕĳ�Î�Ťūĕīīƽ�ŤĲÎīīƽ�ƅļĕêöǂ��
And it was you, through angels, 
Who spoke to Mary and Joseph and the shepherds. 
ÁļŰ�ĒÎƅö�ÎīƆÎƌŤ�éööĳ�ŤśöÎĨĕĳČǒ�
In words, in memories, in songs, and in dreams. 
We come to you today, asking for the strength to join our voices to yours. 
Open our ears to hear the voices of those crying out.
Open our mouths to speak aloud your dream for this world.  
We are listening. We are grateful. 
Amen. 
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���Îĳêūĕƞöð��Şū�]] �ĕŤ�Î�êļīīöêūĕƅö�ļċ�ÎŞūĕŤūŤ�ĕĳ�ĲĕĳĕŤūŞƌ�who create 
ŞöŤļŰŞêöŤ�ċļŞ�ƆļŞŤĒĕśĕĳČ�êļĲĲŰĳĕūĕöŤǂ��Ēö��Îĳêūĕƞöð��Şū�ūöÎĲ�ƆļŞĨŤ�
collaboratively to bring scripture and theological themes to life 
ūĒŞļŰČĒ�ƞīĲƽ�ƅĕŤŰÎī�ÎŞūƽ� êŰŞŞĕêŰīŰĲƽ�êļīļŞĕĳČ�śÎČöŤƽ� īĕūŰŞČƌƽ�ČŞÎśĒĕê�
designs, and more. Their mission is to empower churches with resources 
to inspire creativity in worship and beyond. Driven by the connective 

and prophetic power of art, they believe that art helps us connect our hearts with our hands, our faith 
with our lives, and our mess with our God.   Learn more about their work at sanctifiedart.org.


